In this work, the optical behavior of Red Blood Cells (RBCs) under an opticallyinduced mechanical stress was studied. Exploiting the new findings concerning the optical lens-like behavior of RBCs, the variations of the wavefront refracted by optically-deformed RBCs were further investigated. Experimental analysis have been performed through the combination of digital holography and numerical analysis based on Zernike polynomials, while the biological lens is deformed under the action of multiple dynamic optical tweezers. Detailed wavefront analysis provides comprehensive information about the aberrations induced by the applied mechanical stress. By this approach it was shown that the optical properties of RBCs in their discocyte form can be affected in a different way depending on the geometry of the deformation. In analogy to classical optical testing procedures, optical parameters can be correlated to a particular mechanical deformation. This could open new routes for analyzing cell elasticity by examining optical parameters instead of direct but with low resolution strain analysis, thanks to the high sensitivity of the interferometric tool. Future application of this approach could lead to early detection and diagnosis of blood diseases through a single-step wavefront analysis for evaluating different cells elasticity. V C 2017 International Society for Advancement of Cytometry
INTRODUCTION
RED blood cells (RBCs) are responsible for the exchange of respiratory gases at tissues level. Transportation and delivering of these gases through the whole body is possible through the extensive deformations of RBCs when they get through the smallest capillaries of the vascular system. The great deformability of RBCs can be altered by various pathological conditions and, at the same time, abnormal RBC deformability can lead to pathological implications. For example, depending on the storage conditions, RBCs can undergo changes in deformability, a critical parameter of storage lesion, while a close association between RBC storage and complications of blood transfusion has been demonstrated (1) (2) (3) . Similarly, the morphology of cells is of key importance for aging issues, deformability/elasticity analysis and diagnostic purposes. Thus, alterations of both mechanical and morphological properties in RBCs have been regarded as direct indicators of blood quality (4, 5) and, for these reasons, are subject of intense and worldwide studies (6) (7) (8) . The development of non-invasive methods that enable the identification of morphological and biomechanical variations of RBCs is thus of utmost scientific and medical interest.
On the one hand, a first main requisite for the investigation of human diseases based on the cellular biomechanics is a method to exert non-destructive forces on the inner or outer cell membrane (9) . Several methods have been developed for investigating the difference of the mechanical properties of healthy and sick RBCs. Common techniques for addressing this purpose are based on particular microfluidic channels (10) (11) (12) (13) , and on various electrical/optical techniques, such as atomic force microscopy (4, 14) , dielectrophoresis (15) , and optical trapping techniques (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . For example, parachute and slipper shapes are produced, respectively, in small and large one-dimensional microchannels (22) , while opticallyinduced deformation using the optical stretcher is typically limited to cell elongation along a defined direction due to the applied antipodal stretching forces (19, 23) . Nevertheless, these approaches lack flexibility and re-configurability with respect to different cell shape deformations. In this respect, optical tweezers (OT) stand out due to their high precision to trap and manipulate transparent microparticles, as living cells, near the focus spot of a tightly focused laser beam (24) . Most popular applications of OT concern the confinement of single cells to organize, assemble, locate, sort, and modify them. Due to their versatility to deform cells with forces in the pN range, OT have been employed as an efficient and contact-less apparatus for studying the mechanical properties of isolated biological systems (25) (26) (27) . Moreover, holographic optical tweezers (HOT) extend further the capabilities of conventional OT through the generation of multiple optical traps by modulating the phase front of the trapping laser beam (28) . The optical traps can be controlled individually in three-dimensions allowing multiplexed force measurements on living cells through the control of several optically-driven microspheres at the same time (29) , and through the manipulation of other microprobes with a more complex geometry (30) (31) (32) .
On the other hand, a second crucial issue is to study the cell response during the manipulation and deformation upon an external stimuli. Among the established techniques, simultaneous quantitative imaging provides additional key information on the morphological cellular properties, and thus a closer clue about the cellular pathological state. Since the same objective lens that is used for optical trapping is typically employed for observation of the sample, HOT permit a readily combination with many microscopy techniques. Beside the straightforward use of bright field microscopy to analyze shape changes during deformation (33) , various imaging and spectroscopy techniques have been proposed in combination with HOT during optical manipulation of RBCs, as for example, fluorescence microscopy and Raman spectroscopy (18, 34) . In particular, the combination of digital holographic microscopy (DHM) with HOT represents a state-of-the-art strategy for simultaneous single cell manipulation and quantitative phase imaging of the cell morphology. DHM is a labelfree technique that retrieves numerically the complete information, that is, amplitude and phase, of a complex object wave that propagates through a transparent sample. Importantly, this quantitative phase data allows determination of the refractive index and thickness of cells (35) (36) (37) (38) . Furthermore, stacking of numerically refocused amplitude images from the image plane to different planes along the propagation direction can be used as a simple strategy to study the scattered light intensity in the near-field close to the particle (39) . So far, the universality of the technique has been applied for inanimate silica and polystyrene microspheres as well as for various types of living organisms as eukaryotes, bacteria, diatoms, erythrocytes, yeast and cancer cells (38, (40) (41) (42) (43) .
By controlling the cell orientation to determine the RBC morphology and by analyzing their scattered light, DHM 1 HOT have led to the recent discovery that RBCs behave efficiently as adaptive optofluidic microlenses (44) . In fact, a RBC can be seen as a 3D envelope filled by a sort of uniform liquid showing optical focusing properties. In their discocyte form, the inner part, that is, the central region with a double concavity, provides a negative focal length, while the edges behave as a sort of toroid lens having a positive focal length. By changing the chemical buffer in order to induce osmotic cell swelling, RBCs easily vary their shape to spherocytes, which lack the central concavity, and change consequently their optical properties. In this way, the change from disk volume to a sphere leads to changes of the focal length from negative to positive values. In analogy to wellestablished wavefront analysis based on Zernike polynomials which is commonly adopted for testing optical systems with extremely high precision, one can argue that a RBC under mechanical stress can behave as a lens with specific aberrations, thus distorting the transmitted light. In particular, the focal properties of discocytes correspond to the contributions of Zernike coefficients of order 4 and 12, that is, respectively, focus shift and third-order spherical aberrations, while other terms are negligible. Meanwhile spherocytes can be described essentially only by a focus-shift term (44) . This new finding opens the route to a different kind of analysis of the biomechanical properties of RBCs. For example, accurate analysis of the wavefront could in principle allow to retrieve the threedimensional deformations experienced by RBCs under the action of an external stress. In this sense, DHM has proved to be a perfect tool for analyzing the aberrations/deformations of microlenses (45, 46) .
Here, we exploit the unique features of DHM 1 HOT for a deep investigation on wavefront diffracted by RBCs, which varies by applying a mechanical stress through multiple HOTs probes. Variations of the focusing properties of HOTdeformed RBC microlenses are investigated for two mechanical configurations and evaluated by a wavefront Zernike analysis. This study presents for the first time the use of HOTs to induce changes in the transmitted wavefront of a RBC and to classify and quantify the corresponding aberrations. It can constitute a significant know-how base for further understanding of the mechano-biological behavior of RBCs. Moreover, the reported results allow to verify how HOTs can change optical parameters of this biological lens for future applications as imaging element.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Optical Setup
For optical trapping a Neodymium-doped Yttrium Orthovanadate (Nd:YVO4) laser operating at a wavelength Original Article k 5 1,064 nm and a maximum output power P 5 2.5 W was used. The laser power was adjusted to 300 mW (measured at the entrance of the inverted microscope) with a half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) in order to have a compromise between sufficiently high trapping forces and low photodamage on the biological specimen. This has been preliminarily tested by using different laser powers, as well as we confirmed that no damage to the cell was produced during the trapping experiments by monitoring the state of the cell under the microscope in real time. The light of the laser was expanded via a telescope (lenses L1 and L2) in order to illuminate adequately the surface of a spatial light modulator (SLM) (Pluto phase-only, 1,920 3 1,080 pixels, Holoeye Berlin, Germany). The SLM was set at a conjugated plane of the back focal plane of the microscope objective using the appropriate relay optics (lenses L3 and L4) in a double 2-f setup. In order to generate multiple dynamic optical traps in the specimen plane, the light beam was modulated with the SLM by means of computer-generated digital holograms using a software originally developed at the University of Glasgow, Scotland (47) . The optical manipulation and stretching of the RBCs was observed by bright field imaging and quantitative phase imaging with DHM. For this purpose, the coherent light of a frequency-doubled neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser (k 5 532 nm) is introduced into the white light illumination path of the inverted microscope using a single mode (SM) optical fiber and a non-polarizing beam splitter (BS1). The microscope condenser lens (CL) and a lens (L5) were adjusted to provide suitable Koehler-like illumination. The microscope objective, a tube lens (TL) and a relay lens (RL) were used to magnify the sample (S), while a selfinterference setup (formed by mirrors M3, M4 and a 50:50 beams splitter BS2) was adapted to one of the camera ports of the inverted microscope for creation and recording of the digital holograms. In order to produce suitable off-axis digital holograms, mirror M3 was tilted by a small angle a in such a way that an area of the sample that contains no object is superposed with the image of the specimen (48) . The resulting interference pattern was imaged and recorded as a digital hologram by a second camera (Camera 2) (Imaging Source DMK 41BU02) and transferred to a computer for posterior numerical reconstruction. The numerical reconstruction of the digitally recorded holograms was performed by the standard algorithms as described in Refs. 49 and (50).
Sample Preparation
Healthy blood was collected from a healthy donor, who gave informed consent. The sample was prepared as follows: approximately 3 mL of heparinized whole blood was withdrawn into a hematocrit tube and pipetted when blood was clearly separated into its component parts (plasma, buffy coat and RBCs at the bottom of the centrifuge tube). About 1 mL of blood was diluted into 1,000 mL of phosphate-buffered saline. Then, 50 mL of this sample was diluted again with 500 mL of a solution of plasma (previously filtered with a 0.45-mm pore size syringe filter) and phosphate-buffered saline (concentration 2:10). Finally, 50 mL of the resulting dilution was pipetted and used to fill by capillarity the volume between two thin microscope slides. The prepared dilution sample was used within no longer than two days. For the measurement, only RBCs that showed a defined and clear discocyte shape were chosen.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For simultaneous three dimensional optical manipulation and quantitative phase imaging of single RBCs, a HOT system and a modular self-interference DHM setup were implemented on a commercial inverted microscope (Eclipse Ti, Nikon). A high numerical aperture microscope objective (Nikon Apo TIRF, 1003/1.49 oil-immersion) was used for both imaging and optical manipulation of the biological sample. Figure 1 depicts a schematic of the multimodal Original Article holographic workstation that was used to perform the experiments (more details in "Materials and Methods" section). The principles of the HOT and DHM systems are described in detail in Refs. 51 and 52, respectively.
Firstly, in order to avoid the inherent orientation in an optical trap of RBCs, which align in direction of the light propagation (z-axis) (53), we generated multiple spots to rotate and orient the cell parallel to the x-y plane. Once the cell was aligned perpendicular to the optical axis, only four optical traps were utilized as anchored points at discrete locations to induce a controllable deformation of the cell. In particular, we tested the response of RBCs and their focusing properties under two different conditions. In the first case, we steered one of the four traps along the x-axis, while the other three traps remained at a fixed position, which induced a non-symmetric cell deformation along this direction. In the second case, a symmetrical deformation was addressed by squeezing and stretching the cell using four traps at the same time (Fig. 1c) . Choosing between symmetric and asymmetric deformation is one of the versatility advantages that is intrinsic for HOT experiments compared with other microfluidic techniques which enable limited geometries of deformation. The manipulation of the RBCs was observed both under bright field microscope and by quantitative DHM phase contrast. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the optical trapping procedure for deformation of the cells, as well as the corresponding bright-field and quantitative phase microscopy (QPM) images before and after RBC deformation. The first quantitative evaluation of the opticallyinduced deformation is performed in terms of diameter changes measured on the QPM images; two graphs of the diameter variation during time corresponding to the two different deformation modes are displayed in Figures 2c and  2d . The complete image sequence of the deformation process corresponding to the phase map images of Figure 2 are shown in Supporting Information Movies 1 and 2. Noteworthy, slight variations of the RBC diameter during HOTinduced deformation are detected with sub-micrometer accuracy by quantitative analysis of the DHM phase images. As expected, due to the movement of the optical traps, an unequal deformation is observed in the first case (non-symmetric deformation), where the RBC was elongated along horizontal direction and it shrank slightly along the vertical one (Fig. 2c) . In the second case (symmetric deformation) the RBC shrank and stretched along both directions (Fig. 2d) . By calculating the ratio R 5 h/v between horizontal Figure 2 , we recover that R changes from 0.922 to 1.01 in the case of non-symmetric deformation (Fig. 2c) , while it is stable at about 1.04 for symmetric deformation (Fig. 2d) .
A more detailed morphological analysis of RBCs, during the deformation induced by HOTs, can be further performed by an image processing analysis (54) . However, the main aim of our study is the investigation of the variation of RBCfocusing properties, when we consider the optically-deformed single RBC as a tunable adaptive optofluidic lens. For this purpose, the diffracted wavefronts at the exit pupil of the RBC-microlens, which are given by the corresponding QPM images, are expressed as a linear combination of Zernike polynomials (55, 56) :
where (x,y) are the spatial coordinates (pixels), C j are the Zernike coefficients, and Z j (x,y) are the Zernike basis functions. Notice that we approximate the QPM image with the first 16 terms of the Zernike envelope, neglecting the larger orders. In addition, it has been demonstrated that main aberrations of a RBC-microlens are defocus and third-order spherical aberration, corresponding to the terms j 5 4 and j 5 12 in Eq. (1) (44). In the current work, we discover that the RBC deformations induced by HOTs correspond to remarkable variations of other aberrations, that is, astigmatism (j 5 3 and j 5 5), coma (j 5 7 and j 5 8), and secondary astigmatism (j 5 11 and j 5 13). Thus, we rewrite Eq. (1) by modeling the QPM of a RBC with a sum of three terms:
where functions FSA(x,y) (Focus Shift and Astigmatisms) is the sum of focus shift and the two primary astigmatisms terms, SSA(x,y) (Spherical and Secondary Astigmatisms) is the sum of the third order spherical aberration and the two secondary astigmatisms terms, and Coma(x,y) is the sum of vertical and horizontal coma. These three functions take into account all morphological changes caused by RBC deformations. In particular FSA and SSA measure the focal properties variation of RBCs in terms of focal spots positions (39) , calculated from only focus shift and third order spherical aberration terms, and their ellipticity, that is, primary and secondary astigmatisms. Thus, FSA and SSA correspond to the morphological variations of the convex and concave regions of the QPM, respectively. In Figures 3 and 4 the aberrations of the wavefront during the asymmetric and the symmetric deformations, respectively, are reported. The aberrations correspond to the different level of stress that have been previously analyzed in Figure 2 .
In particular, Figure 3 reports on the variation of FSA, SSA, and Coma, when only one of the four traps was moved along the horizontal axis. Notice that, before applying the stress (up row), FSA was affected by quasi vertical astigmatism, due to the initial ellipticity of the RBC's shape, measured from Figure 2c this image FSA max , was equal to 0.56 rad. After the stress application, we observe an overall reduction of the ellipticity and a rotation of such astigmatism up to about 458 (middle and bottom rows). In addition, no sensitive variations of the positive focal length is observed (FSA max 5 0.58 rad in the third row). Regarding SSA, we observe an initial near-zero secondary astigmatisms, measured by the ellipticity of the concave regions, while after stress a clearly visible elliptical concavity is observed, corresponding to the increasing of secondary astigmatisms. Concerning the negative focal length, proportional to the minimum value of SSA, it increased during the experiment, changing from SSA min 5 21.53 rad in the up row to SSA min 5 21.17 rad in the bottom row. For what concerns Coma, which generally arises when the source and the image are not perfectly aligned along the optical axis passing through the lens, it appeared with low intensity (see color scale of Fig. 3) , with only angular variations during stretching. Finally, the last column of Figure 3 reports the point spread functions (PSFs) of the RBC-microlens during the experiment. Figure 4 reports the aberrations analysis in the case of symmetric stress. Here five RBC stress levels are shown, the starting one (no deformation), two for the compression and two for the stretching. As before, the phase maps were taken from a QPM time sequence (see Supporting Information Movie 2), in different instants of time. During the first steps the compression induced an increase on the positive focal length from FSA max 5 0.46 rad to FSA max 5 0.99 rad (see first and third rows respectively). Then during the stretching steps, the initial astigmatisms were almost recovered apart from a rotation of about 508. At the same time we reveal a corresponding decrease of the negative focal length, from SSA min 5 21.61 to SSA min 5 21.18 . This time, the Coma was present with higher intensity than in the case of a non-symmetrical deformation, but it was always weaker than other type of aberrations, reaching at maximum 0.5 rad (in absolute value). Overall, the subsequent two steps of stretching lead to restoration of the initial aberrations before stressing the RBC, where no deformations occurs (see fourth and fifth rows). This could open to the possibility of using HOTs to compensate/induce aberrations and/or change the focal length, that is, the corresponding imaging planes.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we exploited the RBC lens effect to analyze the wavefront transmitted by a healthy RBC under stretching with different HOTs configurations. Thanks to DH and Zernike polynomials analysis we have been able to precisely quantify the aberrations at different orders and so to characterize the "lens quality." Differently from other techniques, such as that exploiting the saline buffer's variation, here we have the complete control on the lens deformation by HOTs, both for what concerns the "direction" of deformation and the speed. In particular, we deduced that the most relevant aberrations arising as consequence of cell deformation are the primary and secondary astigmatisms and the coma, while the focus shift and the third order spherical aberration can be manipulated to change the corresponding focal lengths.
Applications are foreseen in diagnostics: by studying the deformed wavefront, in fact, it is immediate to recover the elastic properties of a RBC, this giving information on its "healthiness," for example some blood diseases are related with a more rigid RBC's membrane. Moreover, from the biolens' aberration level (i.e., deformation) it could be possible to retrieve the age of a cell and/or the stored blood quality, by analyzing the different shape modification under the same stimulus, this being a critical parameter of storage lesion associated with complications in blood transfusions.
